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Darwin Woolybutt (Eucalyptus miniata) is widespread throughout the savannah woodlands of the Top End, ranging from the Kimberley
through to Queensland. The trees are currently showing off their orange blossom as captured in this close up image taken by Tissa
Ratnayeke. The tree is interesting in that it has two types of bark, the trunk and start of some lower limbs is protected by a dark, rough,
fibrous kind, while the upper trunk and branches is covered in smooth, pale bark (see page 8 for image of tree). The Sugar Glider
spotted during the club's field trip to Litchfield National Park was feeding on Woolybutt nectar, see page 5 for report.

FOR THE DIARY
July meeting: Saturday 18 July, 2.00 pm, Mal Nairn Auditorium, CDU
Celebrity Speaker: John Dengate

July field trip: Sunday 19 July, Catalina Island
with Richard Willan & Silvano Jung

• See pages 2&3 for more details •
Disclaimer: The views expressed in Nature Territory are not necessarily those of the NT Field Naturalists' Club Inc. or members of its Committee.

Club activities
July Meeting – Celebrity Speaker John Dengate
Saturday 18 July, 2.00 pm. Mal Nairn Auditorium, CDU Casuarina.
This year, the Club’s Celebrity Speaker will be Sydney based
environmentalist and author John Dengate.
The title of his lecture will be ‘On a Wing and a Prayer: How Birds
Fly”. John will explain how birds and bats fly, as well as how some
snakes and lizards can glide impressively.
In a nice reference across to Will Riddell’s article in the Northern
Territory Naturalist, he will explain why goshawks have round
wings and falcons pointy ones.
He will also explain:
How birds invented Handley Page slots a million years before
Sir Frederick Handley Page did;
Why modern airbuses have winglets;
How pelicans can travel thousands of km even though they
have virtually no fat stores.
And yes, you’ll probably see John eat a chicken!
Thinking of chickens, there will be refreshments provided.
Please attend this special free Field Nats event and encourage
your family and friends to come too

July Field Trip Outing –Catalina Island
Sunday 19 July 2015 at 12 pm
Fresh from his talk to Field Nats,
John Dengate will join us for a
‘harbour cruise’ on Sunday 19 July.
The destination is a small rocky
island just offshore from East Arm
that was one of the centres of
military action during World War II.
Named Catalina Island, after the
Catalina flying boats that were
based there during the war, the
island is now a tiny oasis for
wildlife amidst the rapid
industrialisation of the East Arm of
Darwin Harbour.
Keith Saunders will be our ferryman for the short boat ride from the East Arm boat ramp over to Catalina Island. Silvano Jung,
a noted Darwin maritime historian, will accompany us and tell us about the maritime archaeology of the area when we get
there. Regarding Catalina flying boat relics, if the tide is right we could perhaps sail up the Elizabeth River and see the wreck
of Catalina A24 1, crashed by Wing Commander Keith Bolitho in 1945. We could also look at the remains of No. 20 Squadron
RAAF flying boat base and 'Z' Special Unit base before they are demolished.
Though it is small, Catalina Island supports an intact, undisturbed and very rich mangrove forest all round its coast. East Arm
was relatively untouched by Cyclone Tracy so it is it is interesting to compare the diversity and composition of mangroves
with those in Darwin Harbour proper. The mangrove forest surrounding Catalina Island is welcoming because it is growing on
a shelly/rocky base, rather than on soft sticky mud. Not so welcoming though are swarms of invisible biting flies!
... continued next page
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These two photos give an impression of Catalina
Island – the island itself from the south with the
massive INPEX development on Middle Arm in the
background, and one of the drums of fuel that would
have supplied the flying boat squadron 70 years ago.
Both photos are by Neil Wright.

When to meet: 12 pm, East Arm Boat Ramp [Take Berrimah Road past the railway station and Trade Development Zone all
the way to its junction with Casey Road on the left. Casey Road takes you to the boat ramp. If you reach the checkpoint at
East Arm Wharf, you have gone too far!].
Duration of the excursion: Approx. 3 hours.
What to bring:
Lunch (we will have briefings over lunch on the sand spit on Catalina Island);
Water (or other soft drinks);
Strong insect repellent (this is essential, especially for people who are new to Darwin and have no acquired immunity);
Field clothes;
Strong shoes (there is not far to walk on the island itself, but the rocks around the island are very jagged and you will
get wet feet stepping off the boat);
Binoculars, cameras, etc.
Emergency phone number for the bomb squad (just kidding!).
N.B No bookings Required

Future Field Nats program
August Meeting: 12 August: Mt Todd Gold Project: Project Overview & Ecological Surveys. Catherine Whitehead
August excursion 16 August: The Art behind the scientific name lunch + lecture + floor talk on CopyCat
exhibition at MAGNT Richard Willan & Michael Hammer
September meeting: 9 September: AGM & Peter Novak – Cherabin in the Daly River
September excursion : Assist Amanda with biological sampling for potential foods for seabirds Amanda Lilleyman

**PLEASE NOTE: MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS ARE DUE NOW – SEE PAGE 9
FOR DETAILS**
NT Field Nats Facebook
Did you know you can now connect with us via our Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ntfieldnaturalistsclub/. The Facebook page is open to the general public and
can be used by members that ‘like’ the page. Feel free to add photos of animals, plants or other biota that you’d
like identified as there is a wealth of knowledge among group members. If you have any interesting observations
or a question, then please post these on the Facebook page. We will also post photos from our monthly
excursions and meetings. You will also be able to find event information and newsletters on the page.
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June Club meeting: Travels to Namibia
Presentation and photos by Fiona Douglas
Notes by Emma Noonan
This month one of our members Fiona Douglas gave an informative
talk on her trip to Namibia last August with Rockjumper Tours.
Although it was primarily a bird watching tour, Fiona showed us a
great range of photos of both the flora and fauna of the East
African country that is very varied in its landscape which surprised
me. On her tour, Fiona covered coastal estuaries, flood plains,
mountains and desert habitats and travelled from Walvis Bay, to
the Namib desert, through to Etosha National Park, Okavango Delta
and finally Victoria Falls.
A couple of highlights of the trip included seeing the Welwitschia
plant (see below) and a lioness stalking a baby warthog whilst using
the tour vehicle as a hide! Being a bird watching tour, the variety
and beauty of the birds must also be mentioned.
Fiona has kindly provided a variety of photos from her talk – she
hopes they inspire you to visit Namibia.
Above: Early arrival Southern Carmine Bee eaters
not yet in full colour, seen along the Zambezi River.
Below: Hippos in Kavango River

Left: The fabulous Welwitschia (Welwitschia mirabilis) plant. It has only two
permanent leaves which continue to grow throughout the life of the plant.
Although it is hard to assess the age of individual plants, they live for a long time –
over 1000 years or more! They are fertilised by insects. These amazing plants are
endemic to the Namib desert in Namibia and Angola.

Left: Lioness with baby
warthog returning to her
cubs after a successful hunt.
Fiona witnessed the stalk,
chase and kill from the safety
of the tour vehicle in Etosha
National Park.
Right: Lesser and Greater
Flamingoes together in large
numbers in Walvis Bay.
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June Field Trip Report – Litchfield National Park
Notes by Tamara Andersen
Tranquillity and adventure was to be had by all on the Field Naturalists' camp to Litchfield National Park between 12 and 14
June. The camping ground was the Special Interests Group camp ground which has a large communal kitchen and toilet and
showering facilities. Water had to be boiled before it could be drunk but that just made it feel extra 'campy'.
A friendly and knowledgeable ranger named Sean Webster came out to meet those who had already arrived and garnered
volunteers to learn how to and help him set up Elliot and cage traps. Elliot traps are used to catch small mammals like
Melomys and the medium sized cages are for animals such as Bandicoots. The bait that was used consisted of a mixture of
honey, oats and peanut butter. This combination (however in some studies honey is omitted as it helps attract the ants) is
widely used in mammal trapping.
For Friday night's trapping, only one Melomys burtoni was caught. Saturday nights trapping was much more successful
fortunately. Five Melomys burtoni were caught and one Elliot trap had caught a cane toad having discovered the free feed.
After lunch on Saturday the group were guided
through bush to a place called Stewie’s Lookout which
was also close to an Aboriginal cave art site. This area
is closed to the public, so the Field Nats were very
lucky to be given permission. The lookout can only be
accessed using a vehicle that has high clearance, so
the group had the perfect opportunity to get to know
each other better by having to carpool.

Above: Beautiful Stewie’s Lookout (Photo: Graham Brown).
Right: Large dragonflies Gynacantha sp. were sheltering in the cave thanks to Graham
Brown for ID (Photo: Tissa Ratnayeke).

There were many Calytrix trees on top of the
escarpment in flower allowing Graham Brown
(entomologist and the go to man for all things with
six legs or more!) and his assistant Tamara
Andersen to collect a number of flying treasures.
An interesting Saint Andrews Spider, which turned
out to be Argiope katherina, was also found near
the lookout. The view reminded everyone just how
beautiful the Northern Territory’s outback is.

Access to the little cave was down a steep boulder strewn slope. The
protected and cool confines of the cave had become a roosting site to a
small colony of micro bats as well as a species of large dragonfly. The
ceiling of the cave was painted with the image of an adult Emu and
three chicks plus a large crocodile.
A swimming hole is located less than 20 m away from the covered area
and many of the campers took full advantage of it when things heated
up. At least one, or perhaps two, Merten’s Water Monitors were
spotted having a nosey about. Small fish and yabbies were found
roaming around in the water too.
The group had some down time once they returned to the camp ground. Towards the end of the afternoon the traps were baited
once again with Field Nats members who had missed out the day before going with Sean helping and seeing how it was done.
Saturday night brought a number of surprises for the campers. Barbara who looks after
baby wildlife brought her two very young baby possums since they still required 24/7
care. Most people had a hold or a feel of one or both of the youngsters. As this was
going on Sean and a few others were getting the BBQ started.

Bumpy Rocket Frogs (Litoria inermis) were seen
at the campsite at night. Thanks to Dane
Trembath for ID. (Photo: Tissa Ratnayeke)

After the BBQ, Sean presented a slideshow of pictures taken by camera traps and talked
about what camera traps were and why they are useful. Briefly, camera traps are
weather proof cameras that are positioned in a spot and the surrounding vegetation is
cleared one to two metres away from the camera to prevent swaying vegetation from
triggering a picture. Without clearing the area on a windy day that could mean
hundreds of pictures of just grass! The cameras are great because they give rangers and
researchers an idea of what creatures are in an area without being invasive.
... continued next page
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Once the slideshow had ended, everyone started to decide it was time to hit the sack when a Sugar Glider was spotted on a
branch in a Woolybutt tree licking the nectar from the orange flowers.
As things began to wind down again, the last surprise of the night was revealed. Near the toilet and shower block, John Rawsthorne
with keen eyes had caught sight of a small snake. Sean confirmed that it was a Night Tiger also known as a Brown Tree Snake and
proceeded to pick it up. However you shouldn’t pick up snakes unless you are 100% sure of their identity and that they won’t bite if
they are handled with respect. All who were game held
the snake and posed for photos. When the snake was
released, it was well and truly bed time.
John Rawsthorne coordinated the bird list for this trip.
All up 55 birds were either seen or heard including
Southern Boobook, Australian Owlet Nightjar, Willie
Wagtail, Spangled Drongo, Mistletoe Bird and Tree
Martin. A notable sighting was of a friendly Little Pied
Cormorant that was seen hanging around the waterhole
on both Saturday and Sunday. They are usually seen
around larger water bodies so this was a surprise.
This Little Pied Cormorant also surprised us by remaining in the
campground's swimming hole while people swam around it a trait it
must benefit from as it was the sole bird seen fishing in the pool.
(Photo: Tissa Ratnayeke)

Sunday morning was all about packing up and sneaking in one last swim in the water hole. It was also about recording the
last couple of spiders and insects that had been caught the night before for Graham and Tamara. A number of interesting
spiders and insects had been found by Tamara and Graham on their drive to the campsite, at the campsite and at Stewie’s
Lookout. On their drive down, a Green Ant Mimic (a spider that has evolved to look similar to a green ant) and a rather
fascinating spider that on its underside had a pattern that looked vaguely like a particular species of Saint Andrew but on
closer examination appeared to be a Theridiid (a spider that belongs to the same family as the Red Back).
At the camp site right outside of the communal kitchen is a Denhamia obscura. This tree was
flowering at the time and was attracting all sorts of nectar feeding insects. There were various
hover flies, wasps, butterflies and beetles. The flowers also had a lovely pungent smell.
Graham had set up a malaise trap (a sheet of fabric is hung up that when looked at from up
above looked like a ‘H’ but there is a fabric roof so that the insects aren’t able to fly up and out.)
after arriving on Friday afternoon. A bottle of special preserving alcohol hung in corner which
insects would fly into and be preserved. Each morning and afternoon Graham would check in the
malaise trap and remove insects that took his fancy. Happily for Graham he got to catch some of
the wasps that he is specialising in (thynnids).
A medium adult male Huntsman Spider was found in the kitchen sink and caught on Friday night.
Across the creek a Coin Spider (a member of the Golden Orb Weaver family) was found on the
trunk of a rough barked tree. This species makes a flat web that is vertical to the trunk but it is
slightly raised off of it.
Also caught were two Mole Crickets along with a large adult light reddish brown Preying Mantis,
a medium badge spider (a huntsman that has a multicoloured ‘badge’ on the underside of its
abdomen. The spider will show its badge when it feels threatened).
Top right: A Female Coin Spider and
right, Argiope katherina (Photos:
Graham Brown)
Left: A Melomys burtoni just after
release from the cloth bag.
Below: A nocturnal visitor to the camp,
Bynoes Gecko (Heteronotia binoei)
thanks to Dane Trembath for ID
(Photos: Tissa Ratnayeke)
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Bush Blitz to Judburra/Gregory National Park: May-June 2015
By Richard Willan
Last month staff from several of the NT and other national scientific institutions participated in the Bush Blitz to
Judbarra/Gregory National Park in the Victoria River District. Bush Blitz is a program of sampling for new species
in remote parts of the country that is organised by the Australian Biological Resources Study (ABRS) in Canberra.
This is the fourth Bush Blitz to be undertaken in the NT; the previous ones being at Fish River Station Reserve in
2012, Wongalara Sanctuary in 2012, and Henbury Station in 2013.
Besides discovering new species, Bush Blitz is about recording known species from little sampled areas. Here are
photos of three of the special vertebrates found at Judbarra/Gregory National Park. All three photos supplied by
Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory.
Neil’s Grunter (Scortum neili) is endemic to
the Victoria River District.
Every individual has a unique set of large
black spots on their flanks, even differing in
number and position from side to side on the
same individual.

Red faced Turtles (Emydura victoriae) are still common
in the Victoria River drainage system. Juveniles have
the characteristic orange red cheek spot, but this fades
as individuals get larger. And indeed the adults can get
very large; this one had a carapace length of 30 cm!

The Magnificent Tree Frog (Litoria splendida)
is the Territory’s largest, most iconic, and
probably most beautiful frog. It is distributed
within the Kimberley region of northern
Western Australia and just the very edge of
the Victoria River District of the western
Northern Territory. Interestingly, this
distribution coincides with that of the Boab
tree (Adansonia gregorii). In an
independent, yet parallel evolutionary
development with Neil’s Grunter, every
individual of the Magnificent Tree Frog has a
unique set of white spots.
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World War II Camp at 16 Mile

Article and photo by Lyn Lowe

I attended a 2015 Heritage Week walk organised by the National
Trust, at the World War II Camp, 16 Mile Site. Access is via
McKillop Court, Johnston, part of the boundary abuts the Stuart
Highway but there is no access from the highway. I was
impressed by the condition of the site/forest (which is slap bang
in the middle of surburbia) and all it had to offer habitat wise
and WWII relic wise.
The site is covered by a terrific example (I think) of a mature
eucalypt forest with good vegetation structure, as a result of little
or infrequent firing. It is almost totally enclosed within a
residential area, and used by local people exercising themselves
and their dogs and mountain biker trails through the escarpment
areas. An intermittent stream runs through the site and the
mature eucalypts (see photo to the left) have a substantial girth.
Currently a number of species are in flower eg. E. miniata,
C. fraseri, C. exstipulata and L. humilis (sand palm) therefore lots
of bird activity. The ground cover is also good with local species of
Sorghum widespread, but also a few weedy grass species such as
Pennisetum and Gamba.
Remains of the WWII camp used by the Australian forces can be
seen as the concrete path meanders up the incline to the top of
the escarpment. Laterite fortifications, shallow slit trenches, a
few concrete slabs, steel drums and other remains can be seen
along the path. Rusted metal cutouts of troops wearing helmets
carrying guns or radio’s? are used to great effect (similar to the Spitfire plane cutouts along the Strauss Airstrip on
the Stuart Highway).
View of the habitat surrounding the historic site. Note the
Woolybutt (Eucalyptus miniata) in the foreground, clearly
showing the two types of bark that is a characteristic feature of
this species as described in the caption of the cover photograph.

Quote from the National Trust brochure “The camp was a military base during World War II. One of the camp’s
roles was to act as a strategic fortress in case the Japanese overran or at least isolated Darwin in a land assault. It
serves to demonstrate the vulnerability of Darwin from attack during the war”.
Our guide mentioned that at the time of developing the site, Johnston was also in the planning stage and both
residential and heritage site merged to great effect.

...............................................................
Hidden Ear Dragon at Camfield
Article and photos by Louis Elliott
This extremely well camouflaged dragon about 10 cm long
was photographed on Camfield Station in the Victoria River
District, about 380 km SW of Katherine. This individual was
curious and approached our camp, scuttling between rocks
and then stopping absolutely still.
It is identifiable by its lack of external ear opening as a
species of Tympanocryptis, an endemic Australian group
commonly known as Hidden Ear (or Earless) Dragons (ALA
2015). Strictly speaking, these dragons do possess ears;
they have a “tympanum” or ear drum hidden underneath
their scaly skin. ‘Tympanum’ is the name used for the
external ear drum found in many amphibians and reptiles,
and so the name Tympanocryptis literally means “hidden
... continued next page
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ear drum”. One species (T. cephalus) is known as the Pebble mimic Dragon, due to the strong resemblance of its
roundish body to a pebble or stone (MAGNT 2014).
The taxonomy of the group is a mess and
under revision. Currently there are
between 8 and 11 species of which about 4
occur in the Territory (AROD 2015; Wilson
& Swan 2008). Some species are highly
variable and likely to be further split. This
individual was tentatively identified as the
Lined Hidden Ear Dragon (Tympanocryptis
lineata).
Hidden Ear Dragons are widespread in dry,
open habitats, feeding predominantly on
insects during the day. They have burrows
at the base of low shrubs or rocks to which
they retreat when alarmed. Some species
are able to survive ferocious summer
temperatures in very exposed habitats,
including gibber plains (ALA 2015, Wilson & Swan 2008). This may indicate one evolutionary advantage to having
no ear hole – a reduction in water loss during day time foraging.
The Camfield area where the individual was photographed is known for its remarkable red basalt geology. Note
that the Hidden Ear Dragon’s colour markings match the background colour of the rock, soil and grass exactly. Is
this a case of localised evolutionary pressure selecting the colour of the background landscape?
References
ALA (2015) Tympanocryptis, Peters 1863, Australian Earless Lizards, Atlas of Living Australia, viewed 30/6/2015,
<http://bie.ala.org.au/species/urn:lsid:biodiversity.org.au:afd.taxon:6e7e5c29 60d8 4c4a 9325 f7a7bd05f4d4>
AROD (2015) Earless dragons, Australian Reptiles Online Database, viewed 30/6/2015,
<http://www.arod.com.au/arod/reptilia/Squamata/Agamidae/Tympanocryptis>.
MAGNT (2014). Field Guide to NT Fauna, viewed 30/6/2015, Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory,
<http://www.magnt.net.au/#!field guide app/c24fg>.
Wilson and Swan (2008). A complete guide to reptiles of Australia (2nd Ed), New Holland, Sydney.

Winner of Inaugural President's Prize for Best Article in NT Naturalist
The President’s Prize for the best article in the club's peer reviewed journal
Northern Territory Naturalist went to Will Riddell for his contribution
entitled ‘Aspects of breeding ecology of the Brown Goshawk (Accipiter
fasciatus) in an urban environment in northern Australia’.
This article reports Will’s observations on the fate of 26 nests of Brown
Goshawks that he had discovered within the city of Darwin throughout the
breeding season of 2013 2014. He reported on the length of the breeding
season, the types of trees in which the nests were constructed, breeding
density, and prey. He confirmed that monsoonal rains can flood nests and
the chicks do die.
Will accepted his prize ($250 cash) from club President Richard Willan at
the June meeting.
Nature Territory, July 2015
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Interesting bird sightings
Compiled by Peter Kyne & Micha Jackson
Reporting period:

23 May to 22 June 2015

Sightings are as reported (unvetted, unconfirmed) and have been compiled from emails sent to the NT Birds forum
(http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ntbirds) moderated by Niven McCrie, postings on Birdline Northern Territory
(http://www.eremaea.com/ ) and from correspondences with birdwatchers. Bird names follow the IOC world checklist.

Species

Date

Location

Observer/s

Numbers/comments

Waterbirds, Seabirds & Shorebirds
Chestnut Rail

29/05/2015

Opposite Dinah Beach

Sea Darwin Chestnut Rail
Expedition

1

Red necked Avocet

9/06/2015

South Alligator River

Peter Kyne

2

Red necked Avocet

18/06/2015

East Arm Wharf, Darwin

Amanda Lilleyman

2

Black Falcon

28/05/2015

Carpentaria Hwy

Marc Gardner

1

Little Eagle

25/05/2015

Marrakai Rd

Luke Paterson

1

Little Eagle

5/06/2015

Marrakai Rd

Arnhem Hwy

1

Channel billed Cuckoo

23/05/2015

Darwin Amphitheatre

Peter Kyne

1

Hooded Parrot

24/05/2015

Edith Falls Rd

Marc Gardner

23

Hooded Parrot

23/05/2015

South of Pine Creek

Laurie Ross

4

Hooded Parrot

23/05/2015

Stuart Hwy, 10km north of Edith Falls Rd

Laurie Ross

34

Hooded Parrot

25/05/2015

Central Arnhem Hwy

Laurie Ross

10

Hooded Parrot

8/06/2015

Barunga Festival

Various

Several sightings

Pacific Koel

23/05/2015

Corroboree Roadhouse

Luke Paterson

1

Spotted Nightjar

11/06/2015

Near Katherine

Marc Gardner

2

Spotted Nightjar

10/06/2015

Arnhem Hwy, west of South Alligator

Peter Kyne

1

Crested Shriketit

24/05/2015

Central Arnhem Hwy

Laurie Ross

1 female

Gouldian Finch

24/05/2015

Edith Falls Rd

Marc Gardner

35+

Gouldian Finch

24/05/2015

Central Arnhem Hwy

Laurie Ross

Gouldian Finch

24/05/2015

Buntine Hwy

Laurie Ross

8

Gouldian Finch

25/05/2015

Marrakai Rd

Luke Paterson

10; & subsequent sightings
up to ~50

Gouldian Finch

25/05/2015

Edith Falls Rd

Laurie Ross

large groups

Gouldian Finch

29/05/2015

Stuart Hwy, 27.5 km S of Larrimah

Marc Gardner

24

Grey Fantail

27/05/2015

Tabletop Ridge, Litchfield NP

Amanda Lilleyman

1

Grey Fantail

28/05/2015

Rocky Ck boat ramp, Borroloola

Marc Gardner

1

Grey Wagtail

4/06/2015

Jim Jim Falls, Kakadu NP

Luke Paterson

1

Hooded Robin

27/05/2015

Carpentaria Hwy

Marc Gardner

2

Masked Woodswallow

24/05/2015

Katherine East

Marc Gardner

3

Masked Woodswallow

27 29/05/2015 Mataranka to Borroloola

Marc Gardner

1000's

Pictorella Mannikin

24/05/2015

Buntine Hwy

Laurie Ross

4

Purple crowned Fairywren

28/05/2015

Rocky Ck boat ramp, Borroloola

Marc Gardner

5

Purple crowned Fairywren

28/05/2015

South of MacArthur R bridge, Borroloola

Marc Gardner

3

White browed Woodswallow

27 29/05/2015 Mataranka to Borroloola

Marc Gardner

With Masked WS

Birds Of Prey & Owls

Other Non Passerines

Passerines
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Club notices
Thank you: The previous issue was despatched by Laurie & Ilona Barrand. It was printed using equipment kindly made available by
Palmerston Telstra Shop.
Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news, comments,
opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to Emma Noonan at
news.ntfieldnatsnt@gmail.com or the Club's postal address, or contact her on 0417 321 130.
Deadline for the August newsletter: Wednesday 23 July
Membership subscription renewal notice:
Annual subscriptions are now due. However, if you joined the club during 2015 your subscription will be valid until the end of
June 2016 so does not need to be renewed at this time.
If you receivesubscription
your newsletter
by post,notice:
your subscription expiry date will appear beneath the panel containing your name and
Membership
renewal
address on this newsletter. A membership form is on the same page.
If you receive your newsletter by email you will find your subscription expiry date in the email to which this newsletter was
attached. If your subscription is due, you should also find attached to the email a membership form that you can complete and
forward to NTFNC with your subscription. For convenience we recommend EFT payments, details of which are included on the
membership forms.
Need a Club membership form? Go to: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/downloads

Northern Territory Naturalist: Northern Territory Naturalist: Number 26 was published on 9 June. It contains an Editorial on
conservation of natural habitats emphasising the need to start at the local scale plus 10 scientific articles. The topics of these
articles range through contemporary archaeology, to birds, to reptiles, to fishes, to molluscs, to butterflies, to plants. The articles
range from ‘pure’ science (the discovery of a whole new order of molluscs for Australia – Caddis Slugs) across to ‘applied’ science
(new distribution records for a moth that is a serious pest of fruit of Carambola). A total of 26 authors contributed articles for this
edition; a nice correspondence with the volume number.

Top End Native Plant Society General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara Christian College,
corner Amy Johnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 PM (speaker at 8 PM). Visit
http://www.topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 8983 2131.

NT Field Naturalists’ Club Meetings are generally held on the second Wednesday of every month,
commencing at 7:45 PM, on the Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University.
Subscriptions are on a financial year basis and are: Families/Institutional $30; Singles $25;
Concessions $15. Discounts are available for new members – please contact us.
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